ABSTRACT This paper introduces a novel physical model of the intracranial system, which was built with the specific purpose of gaining a better insight into the fundamental mechanisms involved in the cerebral circulation. Specifically, the phenomena of passive autoregulation of the blood flow and the variation of the intracranial compliance as a function of the mean intracranial pressure have been investigated. The physical model allows to go beyond state-of-the-art mathematical models that are often based on strong assumptions or simplifications on the physical mechanisms governing the cerebral circulation. Indeed, the physical model based on passive components was able to correctly replicate some fundamental mechanisms of the blood flow autoregulation. In particular, it allows to highlight the role of the venous outflow, which behaves as a Starling resistor. The physical model can be employed as a demonstrator for educational purpose and to test the behavior of shunts for the therapy of hydrocephalus.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modeling the intracranial system is an issue that was studied by a large number of authors. Lumped parameters models that consider only the main mechanisms have been introduced in several papers, as in: [1] - [6] . More detailed models of the intracranial circulation have been developed in [7] - [9] , while a description of the cranial venous system can be found in [10] . Distributed parameters models of the arterial system have been developed and analyzed in [12] and [13] . Finally, a review and classification of state-of-the-art simulation models of the intracranial system can be found in [11] .
Some of the above models consider the important mechanism of autoregulation. Autoregulation consists in ''constant blood flow through tissues whatever may be the height of general blood pressure'' [12] - [14] ; it has been demonstrated to occur in several tissues and organs and is related to the adaptation of the vascular hydraulic resistance. Autoregulation mechanisms are typically divided in two broad categories: myogenic and hydraulic [3] - [5] , [15] . Myogenic autoregulation is caused by different mechanisms [12] , [16] ; it is actuated by the smooth muscles of the arteries and takes some time to become fully effective; relevant mathematical models were developed for instance in [3] - [5] , [15] , and [17] . On the other hand, hydraulic regulation occurs in passive tubes and is characterized by a fast reaction to external disturbances (such as blood pressure). In particular, the main components are: an encapsulated system and soft-walled (namely, high compliant) tubes [12] . This behaviour occurs typically in the intracranial system, where arteries and veins are constrained inside the skull; for instance, in [15] myogenic autoregulation is assigned to arteries and arterioles that have smooth muscles, while the hydraulic regulation to the venous outflow, which consists of passive vessels.
The purpose of this paper is to present the results of specific experimental studies dealing with hydraulic autoregulation by means of a phantom model (in-vitro) of the intracranial system. Specifically, the main contribution is to shown how the proposed physical (phantom) model is able to replicate some fundamental mechanisms of the intracranial system as the passive autoregulation and the dependency of the intracranial compliance on the intracranial pressure.
These phenomena have been investigated paying particular attention to the influence of the venous outlet, which is known to be a fundamental component on intracranial system. The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the phantom model and its subsystems, their design, the components selection and their assembly. Section III describes the experimental results and includes an analysis of the venous outlet. Section IV reports a the discussion of the experiments that show how some typical phenomena of the intracranial system can be replicated by means of purely passive hydraulic mechanisms. Finally, in section V some model limitations are pointed out.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The physical model is composed of a container that mimics the skull, which encloses the cerebrovascular and ventricular subsystems, and the brain parenchyma. Fluids circulate and perfuse the different elements: blood, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and interstitial fluid [18] - [20] .
The schemes of the physical model and of an electric circuit analogue representation are shown in Fig. 1 . The fluid, which emulates the blood, is supplied by a controlled centrifugal pump and circulates through arteries, capillaries and veins; the fluid outflow takes place through the venous outlet in a reservoir at atmospheric pressure. Two pipes are employed to model the arteries; one of them is connected to the choroid plexus through a shunt. The veins circuit is implemented using two tubes that split into a number of smaller vessels, which mimic the venous outlet. The valves V1 and V2 are employed to regulate the fluid flow and the pressure drops, and to emulate the effect of arterioles and venules.
The cranial cavity is filled with the Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF), which is produced and drained through the adjustable valves V3 and V4 that simulate the behaviour of the choroid plexuses and of the arachnoid villi, respectively. The brain parenchyma (BP) compartment is perfused by the interstitial fluid, supplied by the capillary bed through valve V5.
It is possible to connect the CSF compartment to an external infusion pump to perform infusion tests, similar to those made in clinical practice. Pressures and flows are measured by a number of transducers. Some of them measure quantities that are not accessible ''in vivo'', namely distal arterial (AP), proximal venous (VP) and capillary pressures (CP), and are here employed to tune the model and to give a deep insight on the hydraulic response of the intracranial system.
The electric circuit analogy is a lumped parameter model, where it is put into evidence the fact that the hydraulic resistance of the venous outlet is not constant. In fact, all the parameters (resistances and compliances) are not constant in the physical system, because they depend on the pressures.
The 3D drawing of the model is shown in Fig. 2 , while the actual physical model is shown in Fig. 3 . The description of the different subsystems is given in the following paragraphs. 
A. THE CONTAINER
The container that emulates the skull is cylindrical (internal diameter × height = 145 mm × 150 mm); the base is made of stainless steel (20 mm thickness), the side wall is glass (9 mm VOLUME 6, 2018 
B. FLUIDS
The fluid that emulates the blood can be composed of demineralized water or water/glycerol solutions to better simulate blood viscosity. In the latter case also the CSF would have the larger blood viscosity; this does not seem a relevant inconvenient, because the CSF flow (0.006 cm 3 /s) is small compared to that of the blood (12.5 cm 3 /s) [20] - [22] . In fact, a higher viscosity requires only the tuning of valves V3 and V4 to ensure the proper mean CSF pressure and flows.
C. ARTERIES AND VEINS
The arteries are emulated by means of two pipes to reproduce the right and left hemisphere circulations, as in the model of [8] ; no distinction was made between carotid and vertebral arteries.
As for the venous circuit, it is particularly important to study the effect on the venous flow of the junction between the cortical bridging veins and the superior sagittal sinus [18] - [20] . For this purpose it was considered only the superior cerebral vein circuit that was modeled by two pipes. The venous outlet is described in a subsequent paragraph. The pressure drop caused by arterioles and venules is set-up by means of valves V1 and V2, respectively.
Arteries are wounded around a stainless cylinder; the veins are confined in the cylinder's interior, so that there is not a direct contact between them. Both arteries and veins are embraced by adjustable stainless steel shoes, employed to tune the vascular compliance (Fig. 2) . If the shoes are loosened, the tubes can easily expand themselves in consequence of an increase of the transmural pressure (internal -external pressure); on the contrary, tightening the shoes makes the pipes more rigid. A number of different length, diameter, thickness and materials were tested to model different arteries and veins responses (Fig. 4 ).
D. CHOROID PLEXUS
Choroid plexuses are anatomical structures supplied by the choroidal arteries, which filter the arterial blood, producing the CSF. In consequence of their compliance, they pulsate as function of the arterial and intracranial pressures. In our demonstrator they are modeled by a Penrose tube, which implements the compliance and is inserted inside the cavity of the adjustable shoes of the veins, in order to prevent the direct contact with them. It is connected to one of the two arteries approximately in the midpoint. CSF production occurs through the micrometric valve V3. Different sizes were tested; the results reported in this study were obtained using a Penrose tube with diameter × length = 14 mm × 150 mm.
E. CAPILLARY BED
The capillary bed must guarantee the damping of the pulsatile component of the blood pressure jointly with a small pressure drop. It is not easy to replicate its anatomy and physiologic response. An attempt was made employing a hollow fiber oxygenator (Terumo Capiox R SX18-SX18R-SX25-SX25R), but only a poor damping was achieved, probably due to the small compliance of the polypropylene fibers. Therefore it was decided to employ an aluminium cylinder (internal diameter × height = 200 mm × 25 mm, wall thickness = 12 mm) filled with artificial sponges; suitable groves have been cut on the two bases to favor the spreading of the flow on the entire sponge surface (Fig. 5 ). These setup and materials were selected experimentally using a try-andtest procedure, with the goal of obtaining both the damping of the blood pulse pressure and a small pressure drop.
The blood is injected in the center of the lower base and drained at the upper base. In correspondence of the middle cylinder height, a shunt is employed to supply the brain parenchyma with the interstitial fluid, filtered by valve V5; here, the capillary pressure sensor (CP) is connected.
F. BRAIN PARENCHYMA
Brain parenchyma (BP) behaves as a sponge for the interstitial fluid [23] , [24] , which originates from the capillary bed through the micrometric valve V5 (Fig. 1) . The BP compliance is emulated using a natural rubber balloon (Figs. 2 and 3 ). Different volumes can be employed, with a maximum of 50 cm 3 . It is possible to exclude the BP effects by closing valve V5.
G. VENOUS OUTLET
The venous outlet emulates the cortical bridging veins [18] , [19] , [20] , [25] . An anatomic study of this structure is reported in [26] . It consists in about 10 -15 veins, which collect the blood from the frontal and parietal lobes and carry it into the superior sagittal sinus, through a rigid ostium of the dura mater. One of these veins is schematized in Fig. 6 (see also [26] ).
The vein cross section depends on the transmural pressure. Near the ostium, the intracranial pressure (ICP) is larger than in the superior sagittal sinus; therefore the vein tends to collapse, while the ostium remains open. Moving in the opposite direction of the blood flow, the internal pressure increases, reaching a value that makes the transmural pressure positive, so that the vein dilates.
From the hydraulic point of view, the venous outlet behaves like a Starling resistor, where the flow depends not only on the difference input-output pressure, but also on the external one. This structure was investigated under constant pressure: analytically by [27] , experimentally by [12] and [15] . The effect of ICP on the venous outlet was also investigated ''in vivo'' in rats by [25] . The case of unsteady flow has also been studied: numerical simulations in case of variable pressures were carried out in [28] - [31] , while some experiments were carried out in [32] - [34] .
In steady condition, the Starling resistor characteristics can be described by the following formula (see [27] ), which was derived in case of highly compliant vessel:
whereq vo is the nondimensional flow,p ic is the nondimensional driving pressure (namely the ICP, if the vessel is highly compliant), and n is a parameter that is chosen to fit experimental data (Fig. 7) .
For small ICP the flow increases with the ICP itself. Depending on the value of exponent n, three situations may occur when ICP increases:
-n > 3/2, the flow always increases; -n = 3/2, the flow tends to a constant value (autoregulation); -n < 3/2, the flow tends to decrease. In the last case the normalized differential hydraulic conductanceG vo = dq vo dp ic is negative. This gives rise to unstable steady solutions, where possible oscillations arise [28] , [29] , [35] . On these bases, heuristic formulae were proposed in [3] - [5] for the autoregulation mechanism. In these papers, the conductance of the Starling resistor is
where p v , p ic , p ss are the venous, intracranial and superior sagittal sinus pressures, respectively. Since the blood driving pressure is p v − p ss , the venous outflow is
If the venous compliance is small, it is required that p v − p ic > 0 to avoid the collapse of venous bed; for the same reason p v − p ic is almost constant and the flow is almost constant, thus achieving the condition ''blood flow independent on the intracranial pressure'' (autoregulation).
In the physical model, the venous outlet is composed of a maximum of ten pipes. We tested natural rubber (NR) Penrose tubes which are very compliant, and silicon rubber (SR) tubes which are much more rigid. SR tubes with a diameter of 4 mm and a thickness 0.5 mm collapse at pressures larger than 100 mmHg; SR tubes with smaller diameter and with the same thickness do not collapse at physiological pressure values. For these reasons, we employed more compliant tubes, namely 6 mm-width Penrose tubes (diameter 3.8 mm), which collapse with a negative transmural pressure of about 0.1 mmHg.
As for the instability phenomena, it was possible to induce oscillations using two Penrose tubes; in fact, the small number of pipes (two) makes the venous pressure (namely the driving pressure) large enough to generate undamped oscillations. On the other side, oscillations are not induced if more than four tubes are employed with a mean total flow of about 10 cm 3 /s.
H. CSF SYSTEM
The central nervous system is completely surrounded by the cerebrospinal fluid, which also fills the inner cavities of the brain, namely the ventricles [18] , [19] . The CSF system is composed of a production site (mainly the choroid plexuses) and an absorption district (mainly the arachnoid granulations from the subarachnoid space). In the present physical model there is not a distinction between ventricles and subarachnoid space. CSF production and absorption occur through two micrometric valves V3 and V4, which can be adjusted to have both the desired mean CSF flow (0.006 cm 3 /s) and the mean ICP pressure (about 10-20 mmHg).
I. TUNING VALVES
The capillary bed communicates with arteries and veins through two micrometric valves V1 and V2 (Swagelok R Series L, flow coefficient Cv = 0.16). These valves are introduced to tune the mean pressure values of the arterial and venous districts. Valves V3, V4, and V5, which regulate the CSF and interstitial flows, are Swagelok R S-Series valves with flow coefficient Cv = 0.004.
J. SENSORS
Six Abbot Transpack R pressure sensors have been inserted to measure: the carotid artery pressure; the distal arterial, capillary and proximal venous pressures; the superior sagittal sinus and intracranial pressures (Fig.1) . Arterial and venous flows are measured by two GEMS Ft-210 R turbine flow rate sensors. Venous flowmeter causes an increase of the venous output pressure, namely the sagittal sinus pressure. This effect must be taken into account in the experiments and therefore the flowmeter must be temporary removed in case the physiological pressure values are considered. In any case, the sagittal sinus pressure is measured by the sensor SSP.
K. PUMP
A centrifugal submersible pump (25 W) was chosen to supply about 10-15 cm 3 /s at a pressure of about 150 mmHg. The pump velocity (and its pressure/flow characteristic) is controlled by an inverter. It is possible to select different velocity profiles and frequencies in the range 48-80 beats/min. It is possible to connect the CSF circuit to a volumetric pump to carry out infusion tests.
L. DATA ACQUISITION
Data acquisition is performed by means of a Philips R CMS Patient Monitoring System M1167A with a sampling rate 1/128 s. To reduce the measurement noise, signals are postprocessed using a third order type 2 Chebycheff low-pass filter with 30 Hz cutoff frequency. Signals are filtered forward and backward to prevent phase shift, thus preserving the original wave shape.
III. RESULTS
This section reports the results of a detailed experimental study, where a number of tests have been performed to evaluate the response of the physical model of the intracranial system under different operative conditions.
A. FIRST SET OF EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of these experiments is to show the different behaviour of the intracranial system with respect to other sites of the circulatory system. This was performed by measuring variables (signals) that are typically considered in the mathematical models but are not physically accessible in in-vivo experiments (for instance in [7] ). We believe that the main differences originate from the fact that the intracranial circulatory system is confined in a closed space and the venous outlet ends abruptly in the superior sagittal sinus (Fig. 6 ). This produces a significant interaction between the arterial and the venous branches through the CSF. Conversely, in a not confined circulation, for instance in an arm, the ven circuit is practically decoupled from the arterial one, due to the presence of the capillaries that damp out any pulsation [21] , [36] .
The following configuration was employed in the experiments: SR arteries, internal diameter × thickness = 5 × 0.5 mm, length = 2 × 1.00 m; NR veins, internal diameter × thickness = 8 × 1 mm, length 2 × 1.0 m; venous outlet: ten Penrose tubes 6 mm-width, length 120 mm (long Starling resistors of Fig. 12 ). The arterial and venous blood volumes are therefore 40 cm 3 and 100 cm 3 , respectively; these values are similar to those given in [7] and [8] and in the references therein reported.
The CAP replicates the internal carotid artery pressure. A sample of CAP trace is reported in [37] . To employ this signal in the physical model, we decided to measure the CAP on a human patient using the data acquisition system described in the section II-L. In Fig. 8 it is shown a sample of a registered pressure signal and its approximation provided by ten harmonics of the Fourier series (in the figure pressure and time are normalized). The measured pressure waveform is similar to that reported in [37] . This signal was used as reference signal for the main pump velocity controller.
In a first test, the upper lid of the container was removed, as if the skull were open. The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 9 . In Table 1 the Fourier analysis of the different signals is reported; the standard deviation was 0.05 mmHg for the pressures (0.4 mmHg for the CAP), 0.1 cm 3 /s for the flows and 2 • for the phases. In this condition, only slight oscillations of the venous pressure have been observed; the 1 st harmonic amplitude of the VP decreases as the frequency increases; the phase cannot be determined with adequate precision. The same occurs for the SSP and the VF, which are practically constant. Conversely the AP is marginally affected by the frequency and it is more similar to the CAP. In this case, the overall system behaves like a low-pass filter of the arterial pulse pressure. In a second test, the container was filled and closed. The results are reported in Fig. 10 and in Table 2 . Venous and intracranial district signals (VP, SSP, ICP, VF) are characterized by an increase of the 1 st and 2 nd harmonic amplitudes with the increase of frequency, and a decrease of the corresponding phases. An exception is the 1 st harmonic of the VP, which exhibits the opposite behavior of the phase; besides, in this case the 2 nd harmonic is larger than the first one.
This behavior corresponds to the high frequency response of a notch filter (see Fig. 11 ), where the output amplitude increases and the phase decreases with the frequency as in region b), while the 1 st harmonic of the VP falls as in region a). The different behavior of the various signals could be caused by the different values of the transmission zeros of the notch filter
that depend on parameters k, ω n , ζ , and determine the notch position, depth and width. Fitting a filter to the data is beyond the purpose of the experiment.
As final consideration it is worth mentioning that the significant phase variability as function of the frequency was also observed in in-vivo experiments made on pigs and described in [38] ; in that paper the reference pressure was the femoral arterial one, while in the present study the reference is the carotid pressure (CAP). 
B. SECOND SET OF EXPERIMENTS
The aim of these experiments was to show the effect of the venous outlet on the autoregulation mechanism.
Autoregulation consists in the fact that the mean blood flow remains constant despite variations of the mean arterial pressure or ICP. Assuming that the venous output pressure is zero, the driving pressure is the cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP), which is defined as CPP = CAP-ICP. In these experiments the mean CAP was kept constant while the ICP was increased by means an external infusion, which consists in injecting CSF at a proper rate by means of an infusion pump. In our tests, a flow rate of 1 cm 3 /min was employed.
To investigate the effect of the venous outlet on this mechanism, we have carried out different experiments, using the setup of paragraph III-A, with three venous outlet configurations that consist in (see Fig. 12 ): ten 2 mm SR pipes (rigid outlet), ten 6 mm width Penrose tubes length 50 mm (short Starling resistors), and ten 6 mm width Penrose tubes length 120 mm (long Starling resistors).
During these tests it was employed a sinusoidal CAP at 64 beats/min. In order to better fit with the CPP definition, the venous flow sensor was removed because it causes an increase of the SSP. The CSF production and the absorption valves were tuned to generate a CSF flow of about 0.005 cm 3 /s with 15 mmHg mean ICP; this mean flow was computed by considering the volume ejected through valve V4 in a two minutes period. The experimental results are reported in Fig. 13 .
The observed behaviour is similar to the in-vivo experiments described for instance in [39] . Specifically, from the figure it can be clearly observed that the autoregulation mechanism is effective if the mean CPP does not fall below a certain critic value, beyond which the arterial flow AF decreases. In particular, autoregulation is lost when the mean CPP falls below about 50 mmHg in case of long and short Starling resistors. On the other side, in case of rigid pipes, no relevant effect is observed. In fact, in this case the CSF space and the vascular bed are practically independent; therefore the effect on the venous outlet is negligible, and reveals itself only at non physiological ICP values, when also the veins of the physical model tend to collapse.
C. THIRD SET OF EXPERIMENTS
The aim of these experiments is to show the effect of the venous outlet on the intracranial compliance during an infusion test [2] , [40] - [44] . For these tests we employed the same setup of section III-B.
The results of the experiments are shown in Fig. 14 , where linear regression between ICP mean value and the corresponding 1 st harmonic amplitude (AMP) is also shown. In case of rigid tubes, no significant relationship AMP/mean ICP was observed; conversely, in case of collapsible tubes, a proportional relationship AMP/ICP was observed (with slopes of +0.151 and +0.064 achieved through linear regression), depending on the effectiveness of the Starling resistors.
IV. DISCUSSION
The experiments have clearly shown that the proposed physical model is able to reproduce some fundamental mechanisms of the intracranial circulation. Specifically, we have proved that using only passive elements it is possible to reproduce phenomena such as the autoregulation and the variation of intracranial compliance as function of the mean intracranial pressure.
As for the passive autoregulation, the experiments confirm that this mechanism is strictly related to the Starling resistors at the venous outlet. We have experienced that the resistor nonlinearity is the main cause of the independence between the flow and the mean values of the perfusion pressure (CPP), if it is larger than a critic value. In this case an increase of the ICP (a decrease of the CPP) causes the closure of the venous outlet that, in turn, increases its hydraulic resistance. This would cause a reduction of the blood flow; but the higher hydraulic resistance gives rise to an increase of the venous pressure, which would cause a flow increase. The result is a feedback autoregulation of the flow that remains almost constant. In case the CPP is too small, the effect of the increase of the hydraulic resistance dominates, causing a reduction of the blood flow.
The variable compliance can also be explained by means of our implementation of the Starling resistors. In fact, for a specific value of the mean ICP, the pulse component tends to close the venous outlet, making the venous resistance ''instantaneously'' higher. Examining the electric circuit analogy of Fig. 1 , these phenomena correspond to an abrupt increase of the output impedance, which causes a sudden increase of all the internal pressures. We can conclude that the higher the mean ICP is, the most effective the Starling resistor is. The upper breakpoint and plateau of the AMP/Mean ICP graph (Fig. 14) is caused by the compliance of the passive system that reaches a minimum; a further increase of the mean ICP would cause a flow reduction, as in Fig. 13 . Finally, in case the Starling resistor pipes are shorter, they tend to behave as rigid pipes, because they are kept open by the increase of the venous pressure, as described in the autoregulation mechanism. VOLUME 6, 2018
V. MODEL LIMITATIONS
The aim of the model is to show the effect of passive hydraulic elements on some mechanisms involved in the cerebral circulation. Therefore there are some simplifications that can be taken into account in evaluating the presented results.
-The arterial wall tension (which in human body is active) is not taken into account, as well as the effect of the arterial CO2 pressure on the reactivity of the cerebral vessels [3] , [4] and on the cerebral blood flow. -The mean intracranial pressure is artificially kept constant by valves V3 and V4 of Fig. 1 , while the maintenance of the ICP within the physiological range is more complex in-vivo and still debated. -The model compliance depends only on the vascular bed and the effect of human dural sinus rigidity is not considered. -The brain parenchyma communicates only with the capillary bed; other possible pathways of the interstitial fluid have not been considered.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper it has been discussed the design and the experimentation of a phantom model of the intracranial circulation system. The prototype was designed with the specific purpose of validating and reproducing the fundamental physiological mechanisms that regulates the cerebral circulation. The experimental studies have indeed shown that the physical model can reproduce correctly the leading mechanisms of a real biological intracranial circulation system, in particular those involved in the passive autoregulation that depends strongly on the specific structure used to model the venous outlet. The capacity of the phantom of correctly emulating a physiological intracranial circulation response lays the foundations of its employment as a demonstrator for educational purposes and for testing possible strategies for the therapy of intracranial circulation pathologies, such as the hydrocephalus.
